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SoftTemps. the folks at Street Fighter were kicking around who to include on their 20th anniversary
video game, it wasn’t easy choosing the right person to talk about the series and history. After all,
they were all too cool to talk to us, but they also weren’t cool enough to have an actual interview
where they’d be someones’ peers, and because of this they could only be made into a legend. But
there are some people who truly are the champions of Capcom’s legendary fighting franchise, and

among them is Kenji “Yun Kamiya” Matsuda. Growing up with the game, Yoshinori Ono and Yoshinori
Ono’s children Miyamoto and Hori, Kenji is a pivotal figure in the franchise. The Capcom veteran is
almost single-handedly responsible for keeping the Street Fighter’s FMV roots alive. When his son
Misaki Matsuda became the full-time SF developer that he is today, they chose him to answer the
important question that everyone wanted to ask: what are the secret of Street Fighter? Before he

took on this huge responsibility, however, Kenji was merely just a kid growing up in the arcade era.
Kenji’s childhood coincided exactly with the age of the arcade. When he was a young child he would
escape to the arcade to play games like the Naxatracs and Sylvester. In fact, he even started with
the games that his father used to play. Some of his earliest experiences with the games involved

Miyamoto, but it was Kenji and Ono’s children that he played with the most. There was a time in the
arcade where Kenji was just a kid playing games, and it wasn’t until he was 15 that he was able to
find a job working at his father’s arcade. Here he’d sit down with his dad while they played and, in
their early days, he’d help him collect money and run the arcade. Here he was a kid playing games
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